May 31 2017
NC Locate Resolution Partnership Committee

Attendees:
Roger Richards
Ann Rushing
Louis Panzer
Kevin Comalander
Sam Gonzalez
Tom Kraft
Tim Yarbro
Shawn Baumgardner
Tami Stout
Andre Leigh
Amanda Miller
Logan Puckett
Meeting opened with Roger Richards discussing white lining best practices (catching Sam up-to-date).
There are plans to share the video statewide.
Video script is ready per Ann. SC811 would like to use it as well. Discussion about verifying who the
white lines belong to by adding the name of the company to white line to show “your” area.
Sam-Can the name with the month/year of the company be used on the white line? Louis-USIC will
mark where it is lined.
Cuts outside of the white line-Shawn-they will mark where the ticket says even without a white lined
area. The descriptions must be specific.
Ann-the video will be based on CGA best practices.
Louis-Can the script be shared prior to video for any changes-share this with the Mecklenburg/Wake
County UCC’s? Any comments need to be back to Ann by June 9th.
Kevin C-no markers in the City of Charlotte? No. Sam uses an epoxy and drills an anchor for a marker.
Andre had questions about markers/poles. What represents “physical”- is that what you can see? Open
to interpretation.
Louis-might be good to discuss what is means to “walk a job site”-with UCC’s. Specific locations on
tickets-large areas. –Shawn

Logan-what makes an ideal ticket? This is something that Broadlinx and USIC are working on together.
Ann-Wake Co has an issue with DOT not reporting damages. Additional education is needed. (I emailed
all the maintenance divisions about reporting damages). Need a number of every box to contact about
traffic signals.
Discussion with Louis about possibility of getting rid of mowing tickets. We also do not do overhead
tickets.

Next meeting June 28th at PNG

